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Abstract 

The subject of the study rotates around  the aesthetics of the Prophet's 

discourse on the virtues of the prophets and the companions in Saheeh Muslim.  It is 

a tag literary study for the detection of the elements of beauty in the prophetic 

discourse , through various linguistic means: phonetics, unilateral, installations, 

image, and semantic, and then derive  the aesthetics of that discourse Prophet of the 

virtues , through an analytical study implemented upon  fifty-two diversified 

Hadiths ,  on  the virtues of the prophets and the companions , may Allah be pleased 

with them.  This has been accomplished  via  having adopted the analytical integral 

method in the study. The method includes, psychological and historical approaches, 

in five chapters of the thesis, First: the aesthetics of the Prophet's discourse (the 

concept and mechanisms of treatment) , Next: the aesthetics of phonetics 

composition , Then: the aesthetics of unilateral context , After that: the aesthetics of 

structural context , Also: The aesthetics of images composition, Then: the aesthetics 

of semantic context, in which the elements of the semantic context  . The most 

prominent result of a study this subject is that  the prophet's discourse is not only a 

means of strong influence  on the target audience, but also the greatest impact even 

on the Pre-Islamic society that had been transformed  in within a not lengthy time 

span  into a different society in reference to  ideas , opinions and creeds . Its effects 

have spread across the universe . The multi-linguistic means have contributed in 

upgrading the discourse to the highest levels of human influence with diversifying 



the discourse topics on the virtues generally to seven main topics: the prophets 

signs, praiseworthy attributes of the Prophet, science, good work, good manners, 

Jihad or martyrdom, and affection for believers .  


